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	Friendly advice on leveraging the power of the new Nexus 7 Google tablet!


	The arrival of the new Nexus 7 Google tablet is eagerly awaited, thanks to its cutting-edge software, top-notch hardware, unprecedented abilities, and nine-hour battery life. This easy-to-understand, engaging guide covers everything you need to know about this amazing Android tablet. Bestselling Dummies author Dan Gookin uses his friendly writing style to deliver clear instructions for setting up, navigating, and using the device. You'll learn to use all your favorite Google applications that come loaded on the device, personalize it, and much more.

	
		Walks you through the touchscreen, wireless access, and software updates
	
		Demonstrates how to download, shop for, and fill your Nexus 7 with movies, e-books, games, and music
	
		Helps you keep on top of your schedule and appointments and pursue your interests and hobbies with the latest apps and websites
	
		Offers guidance on using your device to navigate from here to there and stay connected with friends and family while you're away



	Nexus 7 For Dummies is an essential companion to your other new companion: the Nexus 7!
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SpeakOut: The Step-by-Step Guide to SpeakOuts and Community Workshops (Tools for Community Planning)Earthscan, 2009
This new manual is the product of nearly two decades of successful practice by internationally acclaimed community planning specialists. It will enable both planning veterans and people with little or no experience in the field to conduct a wide variety of community engagement events with absolute confidence.  
 
It introduces the...
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Pro Drupal 7 for Windows DevelopersApress, 2011

	Drupal 7 opens the door for you as a Windows developer to build Drupal sites - including custom modules - all without leaving Visual Studio! Pro Drupal 7 for Windows Developers gives you everything you need to know to achieve this, whilst drilling down into the advanced topics that you'll want to master whilst working with Drupal...
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Space-Time Design of the Public City (Urban and Landscape Perspectives)Springer, 2013

	Time has become an increasingly important topic in urban studies and urban planning. The spatial-temporal interplay is not only of relevance for the theory of urban development and urban politics, but also for urban planning and governance. The space-time approach focuses on the human being with its various habits and routines in the city....
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Data Manipulation with R (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Written for intermediate to advanced users of R, this tutorial will enhance your data manipulation capabilities considerably. It takes you step-by-step through the tools and techniques needed to enable analysis and visualization.


	Overview

	
		Perform factor manipulation and string processing
	...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office 2003Que, 2003
Tired of Office books that read as though Microsoft employees wrote them? Tired of books containing little more than you can pull from the Help system?

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then you owe it to yourself to get a copy of this book. Most books written on Microsoft products simply parrot the information found in...
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Understanding Digital Signal Processing (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004
Amazon.com's top-selling DSP book for 5 straight years-now fully updated!
Real-world DSP solutions for working professionals!  

Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Second Edition is quite simply the best way for engineers, and other technical professionals, to master and apply DSP techniques. Lyons has updated and expanded his...
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